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Abstract

Previous eye-tracking studies have found that listening to emotionally-inflected utterances guides visual behavior towards an emotion-
ally congruent face (e.g., Rigoulot and Pell, 2012). Here, we investigated in more detail whether emotional speech prosody influences how
participants scan and fixate specific features of an emotional face that is congruent or incongruent with the prosody. Twenty-one
participants viewed individual faces expressing fear, sadness, disgust, or happiness while listening to an emotionally-inflected pseudo-
utterance spoken in a congruent or incongruent prosody. Participants judged whether the emotional meaning of the face and voice were
the same or different (match/mismatch). Results confirm that there were significant effects of prosody congruency on eye movements
when participants scanned a face, although these varied by emotion type; a matching prosody promoted more frequent looks to the upper

part of fear and sad facial expressions, whereas visual attention to upper and lower regions of happy (and to some extent disgust) faces
was more evenly distributed. These data suggest ways that vocal emotion cues guide how humans process facial expressions in a way that
could facilitate recognition of salient visual cues, to arrive at a holistic impression of intended meanings during interpersonal events.
� 2014 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

Speech prosody refers to the extra-linguistic variations
in speech (changes in pitch, tempo and loudness) that,
among other functions, mark the pragmatic value of an
utterance to the listener (Pell, 1999a,b), provide informa-
tion about individual speaker characteristics (age, gender),
and encode various intentions and beliefs of the speaker in
the context of the utterance (Rigoulot et al., in press). Dur-
ing conversations, speech prosody is typically associated
with other social cues like facial expressions or body move-
ments; among these stimuli, faces appear to be privileged in
many ways. For example, as early as 1967, Yarbus showed
that eye fixations are more likely to be directed towards
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faces than towards any other part of a visual scene.
Humans have the ability to quickly detect and analyze
faces (Palermo and Rhodes, 2007) and possess an extensive
mental inventory of ‘known’ faces (Bruce et al., 1992).
Moreover, like speech prosody, faces are a critical source
of information about the emotional state of another person.

Given their joint relevance to communication, person
perception, and behavior more generally, interactions
between speech prosody and facial cues are being inten-
sively studied (Cvejic et al., 2010; Pell, 2005; Swerts and
Krahmer, 2008). For example, Swerts and Krahmer
(2008) recorded videos of speakers uttering a sentence with
prominence (emphasis via prosody) on the first, middle or
final word. They extracted the auditory and visual channels
of these videos and presented them together in conditions
that were congruent (e.g., visual and auditory channels
both conveyed prominence on one of the three words) or
incongruent (prominence produced in visual and auditory
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channels did not align). Participants had to indicate which
word was the most prominent. The authors found that par-
ticipants were faster to respond when the materials were
congruent than incongruent, suggesting that visual cues
can hinder the auditory processing of prominence. Interest-
ingly, in a second experiment, the authors investigated the
role of different regions of the face in these effects by
blackening the upper or the lower part of the face. Their
results show that facial cues located in the upper part of
the face are stronger to bias the perception of speech prom-
inence than those located in the lower part.

Along similar lines, a growing literature shows that
emotional information encoded in the face and voice
interacts in systematic ways (de Gelder and Vroomen,
2000; Pell, 2005) and that the perception of emotional
meanings in the voice influences how listeners direct their
attention to faces (Paulmann et al., 2012; Rigoulot and
Pell, 2012). To better understand the effects of speech on
face processing, this study investigated whether emotional
prosody influences how listeners scan specific regions of a
face that provide salient visual cues about the shared
emotional meanings of the two stimuli through the analysis
of eye gaze measures.

1.1. On the processing of facial expressions of emotion

To produce facial expressions of emotion, humans vol-
untarily or involuntarily contract different facial muscle
groups, especially those involving the eyes, mouth, brows,
nose, and cheeks (Ekman et al., 2002). Darwin was the first
to suggest that this activity results in different spatial
configurations that provide distinctive visual information
corresponding to the participant’s underlying emotion state
(e.g., Darwin, 1872); for example, fear is characterized by
raised eyebrows and the mouth tends to open and stretch
horizontally (Facial Action Coding System, FACS;
Ekman and Friesen, 1976; Ekman et al., 2002). The recog-
nition of discrete emotional facial expressions could rely on
the correct analysis of facial cues involving different parts
of the face, as demonstrated by several studies (Bassili,
1979; Calder et al., 2000; Calvo and Nummenmaa, 2011).
For instance, Calder and colleagues presented the top- or
bottom-half of pictures displaying fearful, happy, dis-
gusted, sad and surprised expressions and then analyzed
error rates and reaction times of participants. They
reported that anger, fear, and sadness were readily
identified from the top section of the face, whereas happi-
ness and disgust were readily identified from the bottom
half of the face. This result suggests that the recognition
of emotional facial expressions depends on specific parts

of faces and varies by emotion type, with the upper part
of the face providing more salient information for
recognizing fearful, angry and sad faces, and the lower part
of the face providing stronger cues for recognizing happy
and disgusted faces.

Other researchers have studied the importance of
features located in the upper (eyes, brows) and lower
(mouth) part of the face during emotion recognition. Data
suggest that the eye region is more important than other
parts of the face for perceiving expressions of fear
(Adolphs et al., 2005) and sadness (Eisenbarth and
Alpers, 2011), although the role of other features, including
those located in the lower part of the face (mouth in partic-
ular) is not to be excluded (see Blais et al., 2012; Beaudry
et al., 2014). Relevant cues for detecting expressions of
happiness and disgust seem to be more salient in the lower
part of the face (mouth in particular; Gosselin and Schyns,
2001; Jack et al., 2009; Schyns et al., 2002). Work by Calvo
and Marrero (2009) and Calvo and Nummenmaa (2008)
argues that the mouth plays a unique role for the rapid
detection of happy expressions (see also Beaudry et al.,
2014 for the role of mouth in recognition of happiness);
however, it is noteworthy that real versus posed smiles
can be distinguished by looking only at the eyes (Ekman
et al., 1990; Messinger et al., 2012 with children), suggest-
ing that the importance of the lower (mouth) regions for
recognizing happiness is not absolute. Similarly, facial
expressions of disgust have been associated with increased
fixations on the lower part of the face (mouth and lower
part of the nose, Jack et al., 2009). Cultural differences in
how individuals attend to different face regions during
emotional processing have also been reported (Jack et al.,
2009; Yuki et al., 2007; Tanaka et al., 2010). For example,
Yuki et al. (2007) investigated whether facial cues are rated
similarly by American and Japanese participants when pre-
sented chimeric emotional faces (emoticons) with different
combinations of happy/sad/neutral eyes associated with
happy/sad/neutral mouths; they found that the eye region
biased perception to a greater extent in the Japanese group,
suggesting an influence of cultural background in the way
people use facial cues to process emotional facial expres-
sions. Altogether, these findings reinforce the hypothesis
that during face processing, recognition of discrete emo-
tional expressions is guided by analysis of different face
regions, even if the exact nature of these relationships
and their cultural specificity remain unclear.

A particularly useful approach for investigating how
specific face regions promote emotion recognition is by
recording eye movements under different experimental con-
ditions (Adolphs et al., 2005; Bate et al., 2009; Becker and
Detweiler-Bedell, 2009; Green et al., 2003; Hunnius et al.,
2011; Malcolm et al., 2008; Vassallo et al., 2009; Wong
et al., 2005). When scanning different emotional expres-
sions, distinct strategies or patterns have been described;
in particular, participants demonstrated more frequent
and longer fixations to the primary features of the face
(mouth, eyes, and nose) when looking at threatening faces,
such as anger and fear, than at other expression types
(happy, sad and surprised, see Green et al., 2003; Bate
et al., 2009). This result was interpreted as a ‘‘vigilant’’
scanning pattern, necessary for the efficient detection of a
stimulus with potentially negative outcomes. However,
the opposite pattern of results (i.e., less frequent and
shorter fixations) has also been described (e.g., Hunnius
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et al., 2011), consistent with an avoidant looking behavior
when threat-related faces are encountered (cf. Becker and
Detweiler-Bedell, 2009). Discrepant gaze patterns observed
when threatening faces are presented have been attributed
to the differential effects of task instructions, which are
widely known to influence eye movements (Yarbus,
1967). Nonetheless, these studies again suggest that
recognition of emotional facial expressions relies on certain
features of the face, perhaps in an emotion-specific manner,
although more data are needed to clarify the nature of
these effects, and of primary interest here, to explore how
visual scanning patterns are conjointly influenced by
emotional speech.

1.2. Effects of emotional prosody on face processing

As noted earlier, emotional facial expressions encoun-
tered in social interactions are often accompanied by emo-
tional speech cues; fluctuations in a speaker’s pitch, the
intensity of their voice, changes in voice quality, and vari-
ations in speech rate all supply core information about the
speaker’s emotional state as speech unfolds (Banse and
Scherer, 1996; Pell and Kotz, 2011; Pell et al., 2009). Since
facial and vocal cues are encountered simultaneously
across two sensory modalities, vision and audition, the
rapid detection and analysis of these combined signals
are essential to correctly interpret their significance and
to guide an appropriate behavioral response. To shed light
on these processes, studies have investigated how emo-
tional information conveyed by auditory and visual chan-
nels are integrated and how they interact (e.g., De Gelder
and Vroomen, 2000; Paulmann and Pell, 2010). For exam-
ple, de Gelder and Vroomen (2000) demonstrated that
when participants were asked to identify facial expressions
that had been ‘morphed’ between two emotion categories,
decisions were biased in the direction of a simultaneously
presented emotional prosody that matched one of the
two emotional meanings; conversely, judgments of prosody
as the target stimulus were biased by a concurrent facial
expression in a similar manner.

More recently, eye-tracking studies have shown that
when listeners are exposed to emotional sentences, the
emotional meaning of the prosody influences the way that
participants look at related versus unrelated emotional
faces (Paulmann et al., 2012; Rigoulot and Pell, 2012).
For example, Rigoulot and Pell (2012) presented an array
of four emotional faces (fearful, angry, happy and neutral)
to participants while they heard an emotional pseudo-
utterance (e.g., The fector egzullin tuh boshent) expressing
one of the four target emotions; measures of first fixation,
and the frequency and duration of total fixations to each
face, were analyzed in three different time windows which
either coincided or followed presentation of the emotional
utterance. In all three time windows, they found that par-
ticipants looked longer and more frequently at emotional
faces that matched the prosody, even long after the
auditory stimulus had been heard, suggesting that the
emotional meaning of vocal cues influences the way that
humans visually scan and attend to emotional faces (see
also Paulmann et al., 2012 for similar conclusions when
English utterances were presented, and related work by
Tanaka et al., 2010). These findings motivate additional
research that investigates how emotional prosody influ-
ences eye movements and visual analysis of a concurrent
emotional face.

1.3. The present investigation

In light of evidence that emotional speech cues influence
how listeners gaze at faces, coupled with data suggesting
that specific regions of a face are more salient for detecting
certain facial expressions of emotion, an important ques-
tion to address is whether emotional prosody systemati-
cally guides where listeners fixate on a face according to
the emotional meaning of the vocal stimulus. While recent
studies have explored the lateralization of visual attention
to a face while hearing neutral and emotional speech
(Thompson et al., 2009) and how emotional faces influence
processing of audiovisual speech (Gordon and Hibberts,
2011), there are currently no data that inform how visual
attention to specific regions of a face may be guided by
the emotional meaning of speech prosody.

The present experiment was designed to test whether lis-
tening to an emotional utterance influences visual scanning
patterns to an emotional face. We hypothesized that, in
addition to causing listeners to gaze longer/more frequently
at a facial expression within an array that is congruent with
the prosody (Paulmann et al., 2012; Rigoulot and Pell,
2012), emotional meanings of prosody would reinforce
gaze behavior towards critical visual cues (i.e., face regions)
associated with the prosody. To test this hypothesis, we
presented individual emotional faces to participants who
simultaneously listened to an emotionally related or unre-
lated pseudo-utterance, while tracking the frequency and
duration of their fixations to different regions of a target
face. Participants judged whether the emotional expression
of the voice and face matched. Based on the literature (e.g.,
Adolphs et al., 2005; Bassili, 1979; Calder and Young,
2005; Eisenbarth and Alpers, 2011), we concentrated on
four discrete emotion types—fear, sadness, disgust, and
happiness—for which there is some evidence that the loca-
tion of informative facial features necessary to identify
these emotional expressions differs. Given strong sugges-
tions that the eyes area is of particular relevance for sad-
ness (e.g., Calvo and Nummenmaa, 2008), and to achieve
a balanced design with a similar number of emotions for
which recognition has been linked to the eyes/upper half
of the face (fear, sadness) versus mouth/lower-half of the
face (happiness, disgust), expressions of anger were not
included in the study.

Following Rigoulot and Pell (2012), we chose to analyze
three gaze measures: location of first fixations, frequency of
(total) fixations, and duration of (total) fixations. First fix-
ations were chosen because some studies found that even



1 Sixteen Canadian English participants (8 men and 8 women, mean age:
24.9 ± 3.9 years) were asked to identify the emotional expression of the
selected faces. Their accuracy was high (80% of correct responses) which
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the first saccade can be guided by global information about
a scene (Rousselet et al., 2005) or the emotional expression
of a face (Becker and Detweiler-Bedell, 2009; Eisenbarth
and Alpers, 2011). We predicted that the location of first
fixations would be located to the eyes (Hall et al., 2010)
and not influenced by prosody since we did not find match-
ing effects for first fixations in our previous study (Rigoulot
and Pell, 2012). We also analyzed the number and/or
duration of fixations in two different time windows, one
concurrent with the utterance ([0–2500 ms]) and one after
the offset of the utterance ([2500–5000 ms]), based on
Rigoulot and Pell’s (2012) finding that these measures
reveal an emotional matching effect, both during and after
the display of auditory stimuli. We predicted that the
frequency and duration of looks would increase towards
emotionally relevant regions of the face that marked
congruent rather than incongruent information with the
prosody (eyes and brows of fearful and sad faces, mouth
and nose of happy and disgusted faces).

2. Methods

2.1. Participants

The participants were 24 native English speakers (12
men/12 women, mean age: 20.6 ± 3.6 years) who were
recruited through campus advertisements. All were
right-handed with normal hearing and normal/corrected-
to-normal vision, as determined through self-report.
Informed written consent was obtained from each partici-
pant prior to their involvement in the study, which was
reviewed and ethically approved by the Faculty of Medi-
cine Institutional Review Board at McGill University
(Montréal, Canada).

2.2. Stimuli

Materials consisted of short emotionally inflected utter-
ances and photographs of faces with different emotional
expressions. All prosodic and facial stimuli were selected
from two existing databases of exemplars that have been
validated and successfully used in previous work (Pell
et al., 2009 for sentences; Tottenham et al., 2009 for faces).

2.2.1. Auditory stimuli

Given our interest in how prosody (and not semantic
information) influences gaze behavior to facial cues, the
auditory stimuli presented were emotionally-inflected
pseudo-utterances that contain grammatical features of
English, but no lexical-semantic information that could
be used by listeners to understand emotions (e.g., Someone

migged the pazing spoken in an angry voice; see Scherer
et al., 1991; Pell and Baum, 1997 for earlier examples).
As described elsewhere (Pell et al., 2009), the same
pseudo-utterances were produced by two male and two
female speakers (amateur actors) to portray a range of
vocal emotions; these utterances were digitally recorded
(single channel) in a sound-attenuated booth, split to pres-
ent the mono signal to both ears, saved as individual audio
files, and then perceptually validated by a group of 24
native listeners in a seven forced-choice emotion recogni-
tion task.

Based on the data of Pell et al. (2009), for this study we
selected a subset of 96 pseudo-utterances produced by one
male and one female speaker that reliably conveyed fear,
disgust, happiness, or sadness to listeners (24 pseudo-
utterances per emotion, half produced by the female and
half produced by the male speaker). As noted above, these
four emotions were selected due to purported differences in
how humans scan corresponding facial expressions of these
emotions (Adolphs et al., 2005; Bassili, 1979; Calder et al.,
2000). We carefully selected these sentences by ensuring
that the emotional meaning of the prosody for all items
was recognized by at least 80% of participants in the
validation study (Pell et al., 2009) and that there was min-
imal confusion with other emotions. Statistically, there was
no significant difference in mean target recognition for the
selected stimuli across the four emotional prosody types,
F(3, 33) = 1.606; p = 0.256). Given that speech rate is a
critical parameter for encoding emotional distinctions in
the vocal channel (Juslin and Laukka, 2003; Pell et al.,
2009), the mean duration of pseudo-utterances conveying
each of the four emotional meanings varied to some degree,
ranging from around 1.5 to 2.4 s (for fear and disgust,
respectively). The major perceptual and acoustic properties
of auditory stimuli selected for the study are furnished in
Table 1 by emotion type.

2.2.2. Visual stimuli

All facial expressions used in the study were color pho-
tographs (506 � 650) selected from the NimStim database
(Tottenham et al., 2009). We selected 96 emotional faces
posed by twenty-four actors (12 female, 12 male), each
actor posing four distinct expressions depicting fear, sad-
ness, disgust, and happiness. Individual items were chosen
on the basis of the percentage of recognition of the
emotional expression for each face (Tottenham et al.,
2009) and based on data collected from 16 young partici-
pants who did not take part in the main study. The pilot
study was run to ensure that our selection of stimuli was
also appropriate for Canadian English participants.1

2.3. Experimental design/procedures

Participants were invited to take part in a study of
‘‘communication and emotion”. They were seated in a
quiet, dimly lit room at a 75 cm distance from the
computer screen. Stimuli were presented on a View
Sonic P95f monitor with Intel Pentium 4 computer.



Table 1
Major perceptual and physical parameters of the emotional pseudo-utterances presented in the experiment.

Emotion

Fear Sad Disgust Happy

% Recognition 84 ± 6 85 ± 4 83 ± 6 82 ± 7
Pitch mean (Hz) 238 ± 22 133 ± 10 135 ± 8 154 ± 12
Pitch range (Hz) 135 ± 43 86 ± 24 96 ± 28 78 ± 11
Duration (ms) 1470 ± 178 1691 ± 291 2403 ± 167 1730 ± 295
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Eye-movements were recorded with an Eye Link II eye
tracking system (head mounted video-based; SR Research,
Mississauga, Ontario, Canada) connected to an Intel Cor-
e2Duo computer (2.79 GHz). The sampling rate of the eye
tracker was 500 Hz. Experiment Builder software (SR
Research) was used for stimulus presentation. The eye
tracker was calibrated at the onset of testing and whenever
needed during administration of the experiment. The cali-
bration was accepted if the average error was less than
0.5� in pupil-tracking mode.

To construct trials, individual auditory and visual stim-
uli were paired, ensuring that the sex of the speaker always
matched the sex of the face, although one facial expression
could be paired with sentences uttered by different speakers
and one sentence could be paired with different actors pos-
ing the facial expression. Each of the 96 pseudo-utterances
appeared four times in the experiment, paired with an
exemplar of each of the four emotional facial expressions
(fear, sadness, disgust, happiness) posed by different actors.
This yielded a total of 384 trials in the experiment. Each
trial began with a centrally located visual marker that par-
ticipants were asked to fixate, allowing for drift-correction
of the eye-tracker. When the participant’s eye was fixated
on the circle, the experimenter initiated the trial. A random
delay of 100–300 ms (ms) was inserted at the beginning of
each trial to prevent anticipatory saccades. Then, a single
face appeared on a grey background for 5000 ms while a
pseudo-utterance was presented to both ears at a comfort-
able listening level over headphones (the onset of the audi-
tory and facial stimuli was precisely synchronized; see
Fig. 1). Headphones were used to ensure a high quality
emotional signal while eliminating potential noise and dis-
tractors during the study.

Participants were informed that they would hear a “non-
sensical” sentence as each face appeared and that their task
was to judge whether the emotional meaning of the speak-
er’s voice matched the face; this ensured that participants
paid attention to both the auditory and visual stimulus
during each trial. Participants pressed labeled YES/NO
keys on a two-button response box (the position of yes
and no response buttons was counterbalanced across par-
ticipants). If they did not answer in the 5000 ms of display
of the face, the next trial was triggered and the response of
the participant was considered as incorrect. The auditory
stimuli averaged approximately 1800 ms in duration,
whereas the face was always presented for 5000 ms. At
the end of each trial, a blank screen appeared for
1000 ms and the next trial was triggered. Participants com-
pleted eleven practice trials before each recording session to
acquaint them with the experimental procedures and to
expose them to features of the stimuli. The experiment
lasted approximately 1 h, after which participants were
debriefed about the purposes of the study and paid for
their participation ($20 CAD). Given the high number of
stimuli and the fatigue that could have been induced, a
mandatory break was inserted in the middle of the experi-
ment and participants were also free to ask for additional
breaks whenever they needed (the eye-tracker was recali-
brated after each break).
2.4. Data analyses

Data for 21 participants (11 women and 10 men; mean
age: 20.9 ± 3.5 years old) were considered in all statistical
analyses; data for three participants (2 males, 1 female)
could not be analyzed due to a technical issue. We analyzed
the accuracy of participants’ behavioral responses by run-
ning a 4 � 2 multivariate ANOVA (MANOVA) with
repeated measures of emotional expression of the face
(fear, disgust, happy, sad) and the matching status of the
prosody (matching, mismatching). The multivariate
approach to repeated measurements with one measure is
similar to a univariate ANOVA but avoids problems with
sphericity (Vasey and Thayer, 1987).

For eye-tracking measures, we analyzed the location of
first fixations following trial onset, and the frequency and
duration of fixations to specific regions of interest (ROI)
on the face in two successive temporal windows: from the
onset to 2500 ms after the display of the auditory/facial
stimulus [0–2500 ms]; and from 2500 ms to 5000 ms after
the onset of the stimuli [2500–5000 ms]. The first time win-
dow was chosen to investigate the concurrent influences of
prosody on the scanning of the face, as all sentences were
fully played during the first 2500 ms. Gaze behavior in
the second time window allowed inferences about the
remote effects of the prosody on fixation patterns, after
the speech stimulus had been fully played, given our previ-
ous finding that prosody can have long-lasting effects on
face processing (Rigoulot and Pell, 2012).

To analyze the eye-tracking data, we defined four rect-
angular areas of each face that were constant for each
actor/identity across emotional expressions, but defined
individually for each actor due to the physical particulari-
ties of each face selected from the NimStim database.



Fig. 1. Illustration of a trial sequence.

Fig. 2. To define the regions of interest, each face was split into seven
areas, blue: upper part of the face; green: brows; black: left and right eyes;
purple: nose; yellow: lower part of the face; red: mouth). The frequency
and the duration of fixations were recorded as a function of their location
within the face. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure
legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
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These four areas surrounded the mouth, the right eye, the
left eye, the brows (see Fig. 2 for an example). Prior to sta-
tistical analyses, data for the right and left eye were aver-
aged to create a single ROI labeled “eyes”. In addition,
we defined a fifth ROI that followed the boundaries of
the nose.2 The frequency and duration of fixations to all
seven target cells were automatically generated by Data
Viewer for each trial. The frequency of fixation is the num-
ber of times the participant stopped or had a saccade in any
face ROI. The duration of the fixation was the time spent
on an ROI. First fixation was identified for each trial as
the earliest fixation on any part of interest of the face.
Whenever participants looked at two different locations
in the same target cell in a row, this was counted as two dif-
ferent fixations (with different durations).

Gaze measures (first fixations, total fixations, and mean
duration of fixations) were analyzed in separate 4 � 4 � 2
MANOVAs with repeated measures of emotional expres-
sion type (fear, sadness, disgust, happiness), ROI (brows,
eyes, nose, mouth), and matching status of the prosody
(match, mismatch). Prior to these analyses, the frequency
or duration of looks to mismatching faces was averaged
for each participant since there were three mismatching
and one matching face in each trial. Analyses of eye
2 For the purpose of the more global analysis shown in Footnote 4, we
defined two larger areas including previous features, the upper part of the
face (above the tip of the nose) and the lower part of the face (below the
tip of the nose).
movements were performed only on trials that yielded a
correct behavioral response to ensure that scanning pat-
terns referred to instances where participants recognized
the (matching or mismatching) target emotion of both
stimuli. Post hoc comparisons (Tukey’s HSD, p < .05) were
conducted when a significant main or interactive effect was
observed.
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3. Results

3.1. Behavioral performance

Overall, the ability of participants to judge the matching
status of the emotional voice and conjoined face was good
(80.3%). The statistical analysis (repeated measure MANO-
VA) showed two main effects (emotional facial expression:
F(3, 18) = 20.842; p < 0.001; matching status of the voice:
F(1, 20) = 15.787; p < 0.001) and a significant interaction
between these factors (F(3, 18) = 7.380; p < 0.001; see
Fig. 3). Post hoc analyses (Tukey’s HSD) revealed that
for each type of emotional face except disgust, the accuracy
of the participants was higher when the emotional content
of the voice matched rather than mismatched the
emotional expression of the face (fear: p = 0.009; sadness:
p = 0.001; disgust: p = 0.667; happy: p = 0.003).
3.2. Eye gaze measures by facial region of interest

Table 2 supplies data showing the location of first
fixations to each cell in the visual array, as well as the mean
frequency and duration of total fixations to each cell calcu-
lated in each of two temporal windows ([0–2500 ms],
[2500–5000 ms]), according to the facial region of interest
(ROI), facial expression type, and emotional prosody type.
3.2.1. Analysis of first fixations

The 4 (Face type) � 4 (face ROI) � 2 (prosody matching
status) MANOVA on the location of first fixations revealed
a main effect of ROI (F(3, 18) = 85.554; p < 0.001) and a
significant interaction of facial expression type and ROI
(F(9, 12) = 14.025; p < 0.001). Further analyses revealed
that first fixations were more frequent to the eyes and nose,
than to the mouth and the brows, for all emotional faces
except disgust; whereas participants initially fixated on
the eyes more frequently than the mouth for fear, sadness,
and happiness (p < 0.001), there was no difference in the
number of first fixations to the eyes versus mouth for
Fig. 3. Ability of participants to judge the matching status of prosody-
face pairs, mean percent correct (for matching and mismatching trials as a
function of facial expression type, error bars refer to SEM).
expressions of disgust (p = 0.826; see Table 2). The interac-
tion of face and prosody matching status was also signifi-
cant for this analysis (F(3, 18) = 3.997; p < 0.05). Post
hoc analyses revealed that when prosody matched the face,
first fixations to fearful faces were significantly more
numerous than to sad faces (p = 0.029). No other main
or interactive effects involving prosody were observed for
first fixations.3
3.2.2. Analysis of early time window [0–2500 ms]

3.2.2.1. Frequency of total fixations. The 4 � 4 � 2
MANOVA revealed significant main effects of emotional
face type (F(3, 18) = 22.550; p < 0.001), ROI (F(3,
18) = 53.206; p < 0.001), and prosody matching status
(F(1, 20) = 24.741; p < 0.001). Generally speaking, partici-
pants looked most frequently at the nose region during the
task than at the eyes and mouth regions (which also dif-
fered marginally, p = 0.056; eyes received more looks than
the mouth). Total looks to the brow region were signifi-
cantly fewer than to any other ROI, ps < 0.041). In terms
of emotion, participants tended to look at happy and
fearful faces significantly more often than at the other
expressions (ps < 0.001). Interestingly, faces that matched
the emotional meaning of concurrent prosodic cues were
looked at more frequently overall than when prosody
conflicted with the facial expression.

The main effects are informed by significant two-way
interactions of face type � ROI, (F(9, 12) = 11.084;
p < 0.001) and Face type x matching status, (F(3,
18) = 12.141; p = 0.001), and a three-way interaction of
Face type, ROI and prosody matching status (F(9,
12) = 2.992; p = 0.040). Step-down analyses compared
how the number of looks at each face type varied according
to the ROI in the face as a function of prosody matching
status (see Fig. 3). Since looks to the brow region were
always fewest and were never significantly influenced by
the prosody matching status according to the step-down
analyses for each facial expression, these data are omitted
below for expository purposes. The 4 � 2 step-down anal-
ysis on each face type revealed a marginally significant
interaction of ROI and prosody matching status for fear
(F(3, 18) = 3.013; p = 0.057) and sadness (F(3,
18) = 2.960; p = 0.054), and a significant interaction for
happiness (F(3, 18) = 3.944; p = 0.025).

When participants saw a fearful face, they always
looked more frequently at the nose/eye regions than at
the mouth irrespective of prosody status; however, hearing
a congruent fearful voice caused them to look significantly
more often at the nose/eyes than when the prosody
conveyed a conflicting meaning (ps < 0.001). There was
3 An analysis of the duration of first fixations could not be reliably
performed for these data since there were relatively few first fixations
outside the eyes. For example, the mean number of first fixations to the
brows across emotional faces was 0.97 and more than 50% of participants
did not look at the brows for their first fixation. A lack of data points
therefore precluded this analysis.



Table 2
Frequency of first fixations, frequency of total fixations, and mean fixation duration (in millisecond), measured during the display of the face according to
facial expression type, emotional prosody type, and facial region of interest (congruent prosody-face conditions are marked by shaded cells).
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no influence of the prosody status on looks to the mouth
region (ps > 0.226), implying that congruent prosodic
information only increased fixations to the upper (eyes
and nose) region of the face for fear. Similarly, for sad
faces participants made significantly more looks to the eyes
and nose region than to the mouth (eyes–nose > mouth,
ps < 0.001), but looks increased to the eyes and nose
(ps < 0.001) but not to the mouth (ps > 0.157) when a
matching sad prosody was heard. This again signifies that
a matching, sad prosody promoted greater looks to upper
(eye/nose) regions of sad faces than when prosody con-
veyed a different emotional meaning.

For happy faces, looks were also more frequent to the
nose and eyes overall than to the mouth region, consistent
with observations for fear and sad faces. However, when
accompanied by happy prosody, fixations to the eyes and
mouth both increased significantly in number than when
prosody conveyed a different meaning. There was no
evidence that prosody status influenced looks to the nose
(ps > 0.139). This pattern suggests that happy prosody pro-
moted greater looks to both upper and lower regions of the
face when matching happy faces were encountered (see
Fig. 4). For disgust, the step-down analysis only yielded
a main effect of ROI (F(3, 18) = 37.206; p < 0.001),
explained by more frequent fixations of the nose than other
ROIs when disgust faces were scanned (ps < 0.001). There
was no main or interactive effect of prosody matching sta-
tus for disgust (F’s < 1.180, ps > 0.345).

3.2.2.2. Mean duration of fixations. The 4 � 4 � 2
MANOVA performed on the mean duration of looks to
each face revealed only a significant main effect of ROI
(F(3, 18) = 36.043; p < 0.001). In general, mean fixations
to the eyes were significantly longer in the first time window
than to all other regions of the face (ps < 0.001). There was
no evidence that prosody influenced gaze as a function of



Fig. 4. Mean number of fixations per trial as a function of the ROI of the face, brows, eyes, nose, mouth) for each facial expression type, according to the
matching status of the prosody, *: p < 0.05). Please note that significant contrasts are only shown for the effects of interaction between facial expression and
matching status of the prosody.
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the other variables, although the main effect of face type
was a strong trend in the data (F(3, 18) = 2.591;
p = 0.085), showing that fixations tended to be longer over-
all for happy faces.4

3.2.3. Analysis of late time window [2500–5000 ms]
3.2.3.1. Frequency of total fixations. The same 4 � 4 � 2
MANOVA performed on data in the “late” time window,
following presentation of the emotional pseudo-utterance,
yielded significant main effects of emotional face type
(F(3, 18) = 19.617; p < 0.001), ROI (F(3, 18) = 17.809;
p < 0.001), and the prosody matching status (F(1,
20) = 33.653; p < 0.001). With only slight differences from
the first analysis, participants looked significantly more
often overall in the second time window at: the nose and
eyes region (than mouth or brows); at happy faces than
all other facial expressions; and at faces that matched ver-
sus mismatched the emotion conveyed by preceding pro-
sodic information. In addition, the analysis produced a
significant two-way interaction of Face type x ROI (F(9,
12) = 9.865; p < 0.001). Post hoc exploration of the two-
way (Face type � ROI) interaction showed that the nose
4 As some previous studies have defined their regions of interest in
different ways (e.g., Calder et al. (2000), we reanalyzed our data to broadly
evaluate how gaze patterns varied to the upper versus lower half of faces
(irrespective of specific features). A 2 � 4 � 2 MANOVA with repeated
measures of ROI (upper, lower), emotional face type (fear, sadness,
disgust, happiness), and prosody matching status (match, mismatch) was
run separately on first fixations, total number of looks, and mean duration
of total looks. Main and interactive effects involving the new ROI factor
were then examined. Results showed that first fixations were preferentially
directed to the upper rather than lower part of the face for all emotional
expressions (Emotion � ROI, F(3, 18) = 16.764, p < .001), and that the
mean duration of total fixations to the upper versus lower part of the face
was marginally longer (ROI main effect, F(1, 20) = 4.230, p = .053). The
analysis of total looks yielded a significant three-way interaction (F(3,
18) = 3.993, p = .024). The frequency of looks to the lower part of the face
was significantly fewer for sad expressions when compared to all other
emotion types; also, when prosody matched versus mismatched the face,
looks were always more frequent to both the lower and upper parts of the
face except in one condition (looks to the upper part of disgusted faces).
and eyes were looked at significantly more often than the
mouth (ps < 0.001) for all facial expressions except disgust;
for disgust faces, the nose was fixated most frequently
(ps < 0.001) but there was no difference in the frequency
of looks at the eyes and the mouth (p = 0.945).

3.2.3.2. Mean duration of fixations. The 4 � 4 � 2 MANO-
VA performed on the mean duration of looks in the second
temporal window revealed two significant main effects for
ROI (F(3, 18) = 85.725; p < 0.001) and for the emotional
facial expression (F(3, 18) = 5.088; p = 0.010). Again, fixa-
tions to the eyes were significantly longer on average than
to all other face regions (ps < 0.001). The main effect of
face type was explained by significantly longer fixations
to happy faces on average than to sad or fearful faces
(ps < 0.036), an effect that was only marginally significant
based on analyses of the early time window.

4. Discussion

Previous studies have shown that the visual scanning of
a face varies as a function of its emotional expression (Bate
et al., 2009; Green et al., 2003). In light of evidence that
emotional prosody modifies visual attention to a congruent
versus incongruent emotional face (Paulmann et al., 2012;
Rigoulot and Pell, 2012), this study used eye-tracking to
test whether emotional meanings of speech prosody influ-
ence the way we scan specific regions of a related emotional
face (Calder et al., 2000; Gosselin and Schyns, 2001). As
anticipated, we found that gaze measures (first fixations,
frequency of total fixations) were systematically modulated
by the emotional relationship between vocal emotion cues
in speech and the emotional meaning of a conjoined face.
Eye movements to particular face regions (especially the
eyes) were significantly influenced by both the emotional
expression of the face and by its relationship to the pros-
ody, although not entirely as predicted by previous work
on this topic. These patterns are discussed in more detail
below.
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4.1. Effects of emotion congruency on behavioral judgements

Our task required participants to explicitly evaluate
whether or not the emotional content of vocal and facial
features matched for each trial. We found that participants
were accurate at making this judgment, confirming that
they focused their attention to emotional features of both
stimuli during the task. As anticipated, behavioral perfor-
mance was significantly better in most cases when emo-
tional information matched across sensory modalities
than when it mismatched; these results reinforce that infor-
mation extracted from the auditory and visual channels
interacts significantly during the processing of emotion
(e.g., Brosch et al., 2009; Campanella and Belin, 2007; De
Gelder and Vroomen, 2000; Dolan et al., 2001; Pourtois
et al., 2005). Moreover, behavioral performance is often
enhanced by congruent bimodal (e.g., audio-visual) stimuli
(Collignon et al., 2008; Paulmann and Pell, 2011).

Exceptionally, when disgust faces were accompanied by
a disgust voice, no enhancement of emotional judgments
was observed in the match versus mismatch condition,
and participants were generally less accurate when judging
disgust trials compared to the other face types overall (see
Fig. 2).5 A recent cross-modal priming study that presented
vocal and facial expressions of three negative emotions
(anger, disgust, sadness) noted similar idiosyncrasies for
disgust in how speech cues influenced the accuracy and
latency of decisions about disgust faces (Jaywant and
Pell, 2012). These patterns could relate to increased difficul-
ties recognizing disgust in the vocal channel (Paulmann
and Pell, 2011; Pell and Kotz, 2011), despite the fact that
we presented stimuli that were all known to be highly rep-
resentative of the target emotion. There could also be
strong attentional biases to disgust stimuli that influenced
our behavioral data (Charash and McKay, 2002; Cisler
et al., 2009). However, since behavioral decisions were gen-
erally accurate for all emotion types (including disgust),
and gaze measures were restricted to correctly identified tri-
als, these distinctions should not impede an understanding
of how prosody modulates eye movements to different
regions of a (disgusting) face.
4.2. Effects of facial expression type on gaze measures

Gaze measures provide an implicit index of how partic-
ipants look at emotional faces, with or without accompa-
nying speech cues. Irrespective of the quality of the
speech stimulus, we noted that the first fixation of partici-
5 Interestingly, when we split out all the possible combinations of an
emotional face with an emotional prosody (4 facial expressions � 4
emotional prosodies), we found that the accuracy of the participants was
good overall, except for three combinations of face and voice. Participants
tended to perform poorly when sad or fearful faces were paired with
disgust prosody, and when disgust faces were paired with sad prosody,
suggesting that high error rates were often associated in some way with
disgust stimuli (see discussion).
pants was directed more frequently towards the eyes/nose
(upper) part of the face than to the mouth (lower) part of
the face. In addition, participants dwelled significantly
longer on the eyes, overall, than on any other region of
the face in each temporal window analyzed, emphasizing
that the eyes are a highly salient part of the face that provide
critical information when engaged in emotional face pro-
cessing. This result is in line with previous work showing
that the eyes convey distinctive information about the emo-
tional expression of a face (Matsumoto, 1989) and that
adults tend to direct first fixations toward the eye region
when judging the meaning of facial expressions (e.g., Hall
et al., 2010). The fact that we also observed a high number
of fixations to the nose when scanning emotional faces,
while initially surprising, is not unusual in the literature
(e.g., Bate et al., 2009) and could further emphasize the
importance of the nose region in (emotional) face process-
ing (see Jack et al., 2009; Neath and Itier, 2014). Given that
foveal vision covers around two degrees of the visual field,
and extrafoveal (peripheral) vision is known to be sensitive
to emotional cues (Bayle et al., 2009; Calvo and Lang, 2005;
Rigoulot et al., 2011, 2012), it is likely that many nose fixa-
tions included informative features in adjacent regions of
the face, especially the eyes, as a strategy for processing
and integrating several facial features at one time.

The strong tendency to focus initially on the eyes/upper
face did not hold true for disgust; uniquely for this emo-
tion, the relative number of first fixations to the mouth
and to the eyes did not significantly differ. In addition,
our data reveal increased fixations to the mouth region
when participants were presented disgust faces (and to a
lesser extent happy faces) than when other face types were
presented, and there was a strong trend for participants to
simultaneously look longer at the mouth region overall, but
only for happy faces (review Table 2). These patterns imply
that there was more equal distribution of looks to the
mouth versus eyes in the case of disgust (and to some
extent happiness). This result is in line with Calder
et al.’s (2000) data arguing that the lower part of the face
is of relatively greater importance when categorizing faces
of disgust (see also Gosselin and Schyns, 2001; Schyns
et al., 2002). Thus, while it is true that first fixations are
directed mainly to the eye regions of a face—irrespective
of accompanying speech cues—it seems that the eyes may
not provide sufficient cues to correctly identify disgust
(and possibly happy) faces. This may have led participants
to selectively shift their gaze towards more informative
regions located in the lower part of these facial expressions,
yielding a higher proportion of first fixations and total
looks to the mouth.

Interestingly, our data for the “late” time window also
show that mean gaze durations for fearful and sad faces
were shorter on average than for happy faces, an effect
reported in previous work (Paulmann et al., 2012;
Rigoulot and Pell, 2012). As we uncovered no evidence at
all that prosody influenced the duration of fixations to par-
ticular faces regions, these gaze duration patterns likely
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refer to basic visual attentional processes (approach/with-
drawal tendencies) that humans have developed in
response to rewarding, appetitive, or pleasant stimuli;
emotional faces associated with potentially negative
outcomes tend to trigger avoidance behaviors/shorter fixa-
tions, whereas pleasant stimuli linked to positive social out-
comes, such as happy faces, promote sustained attention
with increased dwell times (Becker and Detweiler-Bedell,
2009; Hunnius et al., 2011; Stins et al., 2011). These seem-
ingly automatic responses governing how long participants
fixated on different face types were unaffected by processing
emotional prosody at the same time, although this was not
true when the frequency of fixations was inspected.

4.3. Effects of emotional prosody on gaze measures

In addition to basic differences in how participants
scanned emotional faces, our data confirm that listening
to emotional speech influences the visual analysis of faces
in systematic ways. Participants looked more frequently
at faces that communicated the same rather than a different
emotional meaning as the voice, although there was no cor-
responding change in the mean duration of looks according
to prosody status. The fact that emotional prosody modu-
lated gaze behavior according to the underlying meaning of
each stimulus (i.e., congruent versus incongruent) serves to
replicate and extend conclusions of recent eye-tracking
studies using related stimuli and methods (Paulmann
et al., 2012; Rigoulot and Pell, 2012). Our current findings
are also in line with broader studies using the visual world
paradigm (Cooper, 1974; Tanenhaus et al., 1995) that high-
light various congruency effects on visual scanning
patterns, for example, showing that participants tend to
fixate a picture in an array that is semantically related
versus unrelated to a spoken word (Dahan et al., 2001;
Huettig and Altmann, 2005; Yee and Sedivy, 2006; Yee
et al., 2009). Here, the mechanism by which voice-face con-
gruency modulates the number of looks to a target face is
presumed to reflect unconscious processes that index
shared conceptual knowledge about emotions, that are
activated simultaneously from prosody and facial displays
in our task (see Niedenthal, 2007; Pell et al., 2011 for
related commentary).

Of main theoretical interest in this study, the meaning of
prosody had a significant impact on how participants
looked at specific face regions for different expression types
when the frequency of total fixations was analyzed (signif-
icant three-way interaction of face type � ROI � prosody
matching status). Although it was noted that looks to the
eyes and nose region were more frequent than to the mouth
region for all emotions except disgust, we found that par-
ticipants looked significantly more at the eyes when listen-
ing to a matching fear voice (versus mismatching prosody).
Similarly, increased looks to the nose/eyes were selectively
observed when sad faces were presented with a matching
sad prosody. These tendencies were significant in the early
time window when both stimuli were simultaneously
presented, and remained a strong trend in the late time win-
dow after speech cues were no longer available. These pat-
terns suggest that congruent prosodic information
reinforces tendencies to scan the upper part of the face
for fear and sad expressions, in line with the idea that cues
to recognize these emotions are more informative in upper
face regions (Calder et al., 2000).

For happiness and disgust, the effects of prosody on
gaze patterns did not fall neatly in line with claims that
critical information for recognizing these two emotions is
distributed in the lower part of the face (Gosselin and
Schyns, 2001; Schyns et al., 2002). For happiness, we found
that participants uniquely distributed their attention more
evenly to upper and lower regions of happy faces, and that
matching prosody produced increased fixations of both the
mouth and the eye regions; this suggests that a congruent
happy prosody promoted greater attention to both upper
and lower parts of happy faces, not just the lower part of
the face. For disgust, the effect of prosody was negligible
with no clear evidence that gaze was selectively biased
towards lower regions of the face, at least in the first tem-
poral window of analysis. For happy facial expressions, it
can therefore be said that congruent prosodic information
amplifies eye movements to different parts of a face in a
more general manner than previously characterized
(Gosselin and Schyns, 2001; Schyns et al., 2002). This
explanation is consistent with the idea that the eyes are typ-
ically the most important region for recognizing facial
expressions of emotion, but in the case of happiness at
least, secondary analyses of the mouth region may be
necessary to identify these expressions. This idea fits with
recent data reported by Eisenbarth and Alpers (2011),
who found that the ratio of fixation durations to the upper
versus lower part of emotional faces was smallest (i.e., most
equally distributed) for happy faces, as well as with recent
data showing that the mouth region of happy faces (i.e., a
smile) biases emotion recognition to a greater extent than
the mouth region of other emotional expressions when the
eye and mouth regions of facial expressions were manipu-
lated and paired in various ways (Calvo and Fernández-
Martı́n, 2013). Important to this study, our analyses show
that these emotion-specific scanning patterns for happy
faces can be triggered or enhanced when listening to congru-
ent speech prosody conveying happiness.

4.4. On the time course of the effects of emotional prosody

In terms of the time course, effects of speech prosody on
gaze appear to be emotion specific in the first time window
when prosodic and facial cues overlapped, promoting spe-
cific fixation patterns that may help to efficiently process
and recognize specific face targets. However, the specificity
of these effects was mitigated in the second time window
where congruent prosody continued to influence fixation
patterns over incongruent prosody for all face types, but
not to specific face regions. These results confirm data
obtained by Rigoulot and Pell (2012) showing that pros-
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ody-face congruency effects persist for a certain time, even
after the auditory stimulus is no longer present.

In our previous investigation, the influence of matching/
mismatching prosody on fixations to one of four emotional
faces in an array was analyzed in three separate time win-
dows; an initial temporal window when the prosodic and
face stimuli were simultaneously present, and two subse-
quent time windows that allowed the remote effects of pros-
ody to be explored while participants passively viewed the
face array. In the late temporal windows, Rigoulot and Pell
(2012) found that the frequency and duration of looks at
fearful faces (but not anger, happy or neutral faces) were
influenced by a matching (fearful) prosody even after the
auditory stimulus was not available; these results were
interpreted in light of the importance of events related to
fear and threat which may be kept in mind longer than
other types of information. Here, the influence of prosody
congruency in the late time window extended to all four
emotional expressions (fear, sadness, happiness, disgust).
This apparent discrepancy is probably related to two main
factors that differed between studies: the attentional focus
of the participants and the absence of competition between
emotional faces during each trial. In this study, attentional
resources of our participants were explicitly focused on the
emotional relationship of the face and the voice, whereas in
Rigoulot and Pell (2012) participants passively performed
trials, meaning that the evaluation of the emotional tone
of the voice was made implicitly. The fact that we directed
participants’ attention here to the underlying emotional
features of the speech and face stimuli, coupled with the
absence of competition between emotional faces in this
study (we presented only one target face versus four faces
per trial in Rigoulot and Pell, 2012), may well explain
why the effect of prosody-face congruency was observed
more broadly, affecting all four emotion types in the late
time window in this study. Clearly, more studies are needed
to fully understand the mechanisms of these congruency
effects and how task instructions and the degree of compe-
tition among different exemplars serve to modulate them
over time.

4.5. Limitations of the study

Two main factors limit what conclusions can be drawn
from this study. The first one is directly related to the selec-
tion of our stimuli; our facial stimuli consisted of static dis-
plays of emotional facial expressions, whereas our auditory
stimuli were semantically-anomalous pseudo-utterances (to
rule out semantic effects on emotion processing). These
stimuli are limited in their ecological validity when com-
pared to audio-visual or video stimuli, for example. Thus,
although our study constitutes an important step in the
understanding of cross-modal effects in the domain of
emotion processing, future studies using more ecological
stimuli are clearly needed. A second methodological issue
raised by our study relates to the duration of the emotional
utterances we presented, which naturally varies as a
function of emotion type (Pell and Kotz, 2011), and how
this variability may have influenced visual scanning pat-
terns over time. Fearful utterances are usually spoken fast
and have a short duration, whereas utterances conveying
disgust tend to be significantly longer, which was true of
our stimulus set (although cf. Rigoulot and Pell, 2012
who controlled utterance duration across emotions). Given
our goal of presenting utterances that were not truncated in
any manner, it is unclear how differences in the duration of
utterances across the four emotion categories affected par-
ticular gaze measures, or the timing of eye movements, in
the first time window where this variation occurred; more
studies using shorter time analysis windows or which
control stimulus exposure in various ways are needed.
Nonetheless, since our first time window exceeded the dura-
tion of all vocal stimuli (2500 ms), we can confidently argue
that the patterns we observed reflect the effects of processing
emotional meanings of prosody on how listeners scan a
face, even if the precise evolution of these effects in the first
time window cannot be determined with precision.

5. Conclusion

During social communication, speech prosody and
facial cues interact and any incongruence between channels
can hinder the processing of what is said (Swerts and
Krahmer, 2008). Similar interactions can be observed when
facial and vocal expressions convey emotion, which moti-
vated the current study of how speech prosody affects
visual attention and scanning of a face. Based on measures
of eye movements, our new data partially support argu-
ments about the importance of upper versus lower regions
of the face in the recognition of discrete emotional expres-
sions (e.g., Calder et al., 2000) and our prediction that con-
gruent prosodic information selectively reinforces gaze
patterns to these critical face regions. Based on our results,
it seems that emotional cues in the voice promote and
amplify a visual scanning pattern that is best suited to
render a decision about the congruency of stimuli in each
sensory modality, although this pattern is more complex
than previously envisioned and largely affects the frequency

of fixations to different parts of an emotional face. Further
studies are needed to demonstrate how emotional cues in
speech could facilitate visual attention to salient visual
markers of the face that permit a holistic impression to
be formed about the emotion communicated between sen-
sory modalities (the explicit requirement of our task).
Our study uncovers further ways that speech prosody is
likely to guide eye movements and visual attention to other
socially-relevant cues in the immediate environment, a skill
that is paramount for understanding speaker intentions
during interpersonal communication.
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